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In the extremely competitive scenario in our country that we see and face today, very little scope is left

for independent thought and thoughtful discretion. Most of us lead “programmed lives” and we find a

serious lack of originality and innovation in our systems and functions. Hence it becomes important

for us to inculcate “sensibility” during all stages of education. Literature provides us with insights into

likely situations and gives us the opportunity to critically examine ourselves and our surroundings,

thereby making us self-aware and purposeful.

This paper constructs and explores an educational framework in which literary sensibility is seeded

from a very early age. A detailed analysis of different genres of literature in the purview of this

process is provided in an Indian context. Drawbacks and limitations in the current system are

described with suitable examples and explanations. Psychology of inspiration and introspection

coming from exposure to literature is elucidated in depth. Novel methods to make literature endearing

to students are discussed, so that respect and appreciation for different forms and types of literary

works develops in their formative years.

Furthermore, the paper describes ways in which literary sensibility molds lives and imparts uniqueness

of identity. The effectiveness of institutions like libraries and various forms of media in this process is

critically reviewed. Special emphasis is laid on the execution of such a project and the probable

challenges therein. The paper also elaborates on informal methods in the form of reading groups and

study forums and their outreach. Implications and repercussions arising out of such an initiative are

predicted and analyzed vis-à-vis the current framework.

This paper speaks about a model that integrates into the current primary and secondary school

education system and is presented by modifying and improving existing paradigms of dissemination of

literary knowledge through a balanced combination across various genres of literature.



Introduction

What is “literary sensibility”?

Literary sensibility denotes responsiveness to aesthetic influences of literature. It means the ability to

constantly gain and grow from expositions to literature. In David Masciotra‟s words, a literarily

sensible person is the one who “emphasizes and elevates story above success, memory above money,

and sensuality above social status.”



Motivation

Need for literary sensibility arises from the very psychology of inspiration and motivation. Quoting

from a seminal paper by Elliot et al., “inspiration is nevertheless evoked in that ideas impinge on

consciousness from the unconscious, the preconscious, or the perceptual field” Witnessing virtues and

skill is an important environmental source of inspiration that is instrumental for human growth.

Literature provides us with insights into likely situations and gives us the opportunity to critically

examine ourselves and our surroundings. Hence literature is an important source of inspiration, which

is exemplified in the lives of several great men like Mahatma Gandhi and Rabindranath Tagore.

Current Scenario

Our country has embarked upon an unprecedented journey of “development”, which has created a

coup of a system where the mighty rule and the commons blindly follow them in hope of stability and

higher perks and luxuries. The spur of events in our country in the past three decades has placated the

importance of wealth and affluence to the highest level. Education in all respects has reduced to a

mere passport to a higher standard of living and jobs. Each of its tenets has been ransacked terribly by

the onslaught of “businessmen” in education, for whom degrees and laurels are like any other

consumable. The inferno of utilitarian thought has become deeply seeded into the lives of youth who

now form a large proportion of our population. The very point of a degree for most of the youth is to

get a sedentary, white collar job in some big company, get married, have kids and drench them into the

same line of thought. Each one of us is in the mad and frantic race for success and results. We may be

deeply entrenched into this lifestyle, but our consciences secretly hate it to the hilt.

The repercussions of such a system are many. Our mechanical, programmed lives may give us

epicurean licenses, but this very process excruciates the very essence of living. In spite of our

knowledge of our own depreciation, we continue indefinitely in the same paradigm without much

discretion. The main reason for this is the suppression imposed upon our imagination since childhood.

Literature has the ability to remove this suppression. This is because of the deep involvement of

imagination with literature. Exploring imaginations of others removes shackles impeding our personal

imaginations, just as we learn new skills by imitating others. The common argument against this is that

motivation through movies and other mass media can perform the same task and reading literature is a

very boring and slow process. But the very drawback of such media is their excessive focus on

outcome. The rapidity with which stories and situations are portrayed through such media necessitates

a craving for the outcome, as viewers do not get to familiarize themselves with the characters and

understand their psychology. For instance you may watch the entire “Lord of the Rings” movie-trilogy

in a day and claim yourselves to have understood the story well, but the real fact is that you have just

scratched the surface. It might actually take several days to get under the skin of the protagonist. That

it when the imagination of the author is fully understood. Mass media have intensely propagated

result-savvy attitude and people hope to have learnt a lot from them. After watching a three-hour

movie based on a 500-page novel, you may very well appreciate the imagination of the director of the

movie, but it is virtually impossible to get even a proper glimpse of the author‟s imagination, which

has been the crucial standpoint of the story depicted in film and reel.

Now that one has seen the breadth and depth of the problem, an attempt is made to construct a

framework where the feeling of sensibility towards literature and the inspiration gained from literature



is suffused into young minds. The immediate solution would be to look for ways to make literature

endearing to students. For this we must critically analyze different genres of literature and select ones

that can have the best constructive impact upon them. Most importantly literature covered under such

a scheme must power up students‟ imaginations and help them think freely. Molding them at an

impressionable age is the only route to prevent their thought processes from getting constipated as they

advance in age. Hence penetrating into the current educational system is the most effective way to

inculcate literary sensibility.

Various Genres of Literature and their Roles in Cultivating Literary Sensibility:

Broadly, literature can be classified into the following genres:

Drama: Stories and situations that are portrayed through performances

Romance: Principally involves emotional attachment, enthusiasm and fascination

Satire: Targets and exploits human vice and folly in different styles

Tragedy: Depiction of stories of hardships and difficult times of an individual/group

Comedy: Humorous accounts meant to cheer up and arouse mirth

Biographies, Self-Help, etc.: describe practical situations and experiences

Further, each of these categories has subdivisions for fiction and non-fiction.

Several millennia of human existence have established opulence in each of these genres, suitable for

all age groups. For beginners romance can be considered to be the best option as appropriately chosen

works of romance (fiction) evince the strongest feelings of imagination and hence can motivate further

attempts on reading more literature. Drama tends to mostly encompass more complicated plots and

hence may require higher degrees of emotional maturity in some cases for better appreciation. Comedy

is yet another source of encouragement to beginners, given that it does not cross certain ethical limits

and boundaries. Most of the initial readings must encompass established and non-controversial

doctrines, so that beginners can develop trust and confidence into human values.

For intermediates more complicated and depth-demanding genres like drama, satire and tragedy must

be introduced gradually. It must be ensured that these literary works maintain an atmosphere of

positivity and exuberance around the reader. Biographies and self-help books must be reserved for the

stage where the reader has gained a basic understanding of life and virtues and is ready to mold

himself/herself. Beyond the intermediate stage the reader gains a fair understanding of life and

develops literary sensibility. He/she can then choose freely among available genres and literary works

and proceed to consolidate the feeling of literary sensibility. Such a process will definitely help in

creating a non-monotonous and unique identity for any person, irrespective of his/her background.

We must also note that it is not possible to have a unique opinion for everything; hence it is extremely

important to choose all valid sources of thought in an unbiased manner so that opinions can be

formulated with a basis on wholesome knowledge rather than partial, incomplete views.

Introducing Students to Literature and Inculcating Literary Sensibility:

Once the path is somewhat clear, we can now focus on the mechanism. Generally the inculcation of

literary sensibility would start from the phase when a child has learnt basic language skills in school at



the age of approximately nine or ten, so that sufficient amount of time can be invested into reading and

reading habits can be ingrained into young minds gradually. This is a daunting task in the Indian

context due to lack of coordination in the teaching community and absence of an active scheme that

can execute this mechanism.

Students in India face a lot of study load from a very young age due to a vast curriculum and many

subjects. Hence a very rigorous regime cannot be expected. But as literature is closely linked with

language subjects that Indian students study in school, it may be useful and less burdening to

append/add these mechanisms to the current language syllabi, if not restructuring or revamping them

completely. The mechanisms in this process are executed at two levels-formal and informal.

Formal methods require active involvement of school administration and teachers. As the syllabus for

primary classes is quite flexible, one can use a collection of short stories like Aesop‟s fables as a

language reader rather than using the standard textbooks available in the market. For poems one can

use parts of collections by popular authors that emphasize on human virtues in a lucid way. As far as

English literature is concerned, Christina Rossetti, Robert Louis Stevenson and Edward Lear are quite

popular in this regard. Grammar can be taught independently. Contrary to what some may believe, the

content of textbooks does not cater to all the needs of children, as their presentation styles are not up to

the mark. Also the prose contents are much like movies-in their attempt to create abridged version of

popular stories they evade several intermediate occurrences and present a very hollow version that is

not enriching. In most cases the teacher himself/herself cannot feel the essence of the story. It would

be much better if the teacher selects a story collection which he/she knows best and feels its

importance. This would impart a sense of discretion and responsibility to the teacher. A 2-page

abridged story given in a textbook is like fast food. It cannot teach patience to students and definitely

they cannot digest it. Instead of reading 10 such stories students must be taken through an exciting

journey of a 20-page long story that encompasses all the minute twists and turns that the character

faces. Great exponents of literature in every language have made great contributions in the form of

sweet yet educative stories and poems. The above-mentioned argument is valid for all languages that

have a well-established literary front.



As students advance to higher classes the curriculum becomes all the more rigid. But the increase in

their mental capacities allows us to introduce extensive schemes that add to existing curricula. It is

seen that a normal school timetable comprises of extra periods where most schools have practically

nothing to teach and students are made to perform mundane tasks in the name of “Supplementary

Work”. In such situations libraries become extremely important. Students must be assigned books to

read from the library in these periods, by a careful selection of genres and authors. As mentioned

earlier if the grammatical and mental maturity of students is considerably high they can be considered

as “intermediates”. Too simple and too complicated books will certainly make students desist from

reading habits. These precautions are incumbent on teachers as they are entitled to maximum influence

on students. Properly initiated students will themselves get attracted to different books and read them

without any external pressure. The role of a librarian is very important here, as a librarian is not just a

caretaker of books but is supposed to be a thoroughly well-read person who can analyze the

importance of different books that the library possesses or intends to possess. Some national education

boards like the ICSE (Indian Certificate of Secondary Education) have been involving works of

Shakespeare as a compulsory literary component for high school students.



Informal methods are implementations that are meant for students when they are out of school

premises. One such popular mechanism is a reading group, where students and others pool in their

literary resources and circulate them among themselves. Some trusts and institutions have special

libraries for children that are now omnipresent. The reason for these mechanisms being ineffective is

the negligence of literature from elders‟ side. Such stigmas can be solved only by personal initiatives

and examples. Enforcement and crude imposition can only aggravate the current plight. Such

transformations are usually very slow, but they have to be carried out at their natural pace as they are

the only resorts left. But we can always choose the best possible strategy among available options. In

the case of a typical urban setting the locations and accesses have to be such that they can come under

everyone‟s notice, due to the extremely high population density. For example, such places should be

close to parks and playgrounds if possible, so that maximum parents and their wards can know them.

In rural areas emphasis must be laid on procuring books that are connected to the region and its culture

rather than some obsolete place in a far-off country. This will help in striking rapport with the local

people and more people shall get attracted. Apart from students some books should also be kept for the

elderly, so that they can also get inspired and impress the same upon the younger lot. Retired AVM

Vishwamohan Tiwari, who runs an NGO by the name 'Bal Vikas Bharti‟, is a well-known activist who

has contributed immensely on this front by facilitating the creation of several libraries for children in

different regions of the country.

Outreach programs in terms of camps and competitions that involve the participants reading and

presenting literary works can help a lot in this regard. Gujarat has successfully implemented such a

program called “Vaanche Gujarat” („Gujarat Reads‟) that has been successful in spreading the

importance of reading books to a vast group of school students of different age groups. Mass media

are yet another possibility, given that they are used in a proper way. Radio, internet sites and TV

programs consist of interviews of eminent authors and influential literary personalities who can easily

spread the message of literary sensibility across to viewers and listeners.

Apart from schools one can also look at colleges where utilitarian thought completely dominates the

thought processes of students. At this stage one must realize that it is not easy to deal with the

psychologies of students who have crossed teenage as most of their propensities have been thoroughly

ingrained. Yet there is a minor chance that students may appreciate the importance of literary

sensibility owing to their reception towards new concepts in their respective fields of study. Given the

access that college students get to internet and social media, online campaigning can prove to be

effective in some ways. Colleges can also organize book-discussion and other similar literary

platforms for students. Reading-in-Common programs at Gustavus Adolphus College in Minnesota

(USA) are an excellent example for the same.

Expected Results and Implications:

The implications of such a project depend on a number of factors. Successful examples have to be

emphasized in order to maximize the outreach. Initially the response would be very weak, but if the

transformation has occurred even in some regions trust shall build up slowly. In an ideal scenario

where all the above-mentioned techniques are used, students shall get a complete picture of their

surroundings and their productivity and creativity will go up. Literature shall give them insights into

their own lives and impart them with the wisdom to choose their own paths and careers in an

independent fashion. This impact may take several years to manifest, but as new generations come the



realization of the need for a literary sensibility will become stronger and the mechanism shall become

self-sustaining. A simple model that integrates into the current primary and secondary school

education system is presented below:



SOCIETAL

IMPACT

Mutual Influence



STUDENTS



INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT AND POSITIVE FEEDBACK

Parents and

Peer Circles



Primary Education



Secondary Education



Higher Education



Story collections, poems for

children, social media (in

urban context), TEACHERS



Reading groups,

libraries, social media (in

urban context),

TEACHERS



HELP AND ENCOURAGEMENT



Social media, book discussion

projects, TEACHERS (in case of liberal

arts and humanities students)



A FLOWCHART DESCRIBING THE PROCESS OF INCULCATING LITERARY

SENSIBILITY IN STUDENTS



Stage of Education

Primary

Secondary

College



Expected Literary Exposure per Year (in

terms of reading hours)*

75-100

100-175

175-250



TABLE: EXPECTED LITERARY EXPOSURE FOR STUDENTS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS

*Calculated on the basis of average time available for an average student- 200 reading hours means

that the student devotes around 200 hours per year towards reading literary works at school/college

and otherwise in leisure time.



Conclusion:

This paper aims at proposing some basic and simple methods for framing an Indian literary sensibility

through new and modified educational strategies. While one realizes that suggestions and proposals

are penultimate and not the ultimate key to the problem, it is also noteworthy to see that small

initiatives that have been discussed and proposed contain a great potential for large-scale

transformation in the long run. The effectiveness of and rationale behind every claim has been more or

less justified. The mission to frame an Indian literary sensibility rests upon the tenets of our sincere

efforts in this direction.
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